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Key facts 

“Countries of the World” by TEA Publishers is at the moment the world’s most 
recent compact encyclopaedia which includes the most up-to-date key facts and 
statistics on countries of the world. 

“Countries of the World” contains essential information about all 196 countries 
and 52 overseas and special status territories. Every country entry is structured in 
the same way. This makes the data comparable from one country to another and 
enables to easily find the section needed. Countries are presented across two, four 
or six pages depending on their size and importance. Double spread layout enables 
easy rearranging of country entries when publishing localized versions of the book.   

Each country section includes the country’s basic data, an overview of its nature, 
population and economy and a chronology of its main historical events. Main places 
to visit are listed, as well as features that are unique or characteristic of the country. 
Illustrations include charts, maps (for larger countries, also administrative maps are 
included), symbols, and diagrams showing population (religion, ethnic composi-
tion, urban/rural population ratio, etc), economy (GDP and workforce composition, 
energy sources, etc), traffic and climate data. For larger countries, photos are added 
to support the textual and statistical information. At the end of the book you will 
find an index of place names.

In compiling statistics we have relied on data acquired from the national statistics 
agency or from relevant ministries in each country; we have also used the most 
recent up-to-date statistical publications and databases of international organisa-
tions and agencies: the European Commission’s statistical office (Eurostat), the 
I nternational Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, the World Health Organisa-
tion (WHO), the World Trade Organisation (WTO), the World Tourism Organisa-
tion (UNWTO), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the United 
Nations Statistics Division, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO), etc.

Experts in their own fields have gathered together the most essential i nformation 
to compile Countries of the World. Compact Encyclopaedia, which helps us 
better compare one country with another, and some peoples with others, to give 
us a better understanding of the world around us.

Urmas Paet
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Estonia
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“Countries of the World” is intended for a wide range of 
users and makes contemporary information about every 
single country – the smallest as well as the largest – 
readily available at any home.

Illustrations include over 2300 photos, maps, diagrams 
and charts that make finding information quick and 
convenient and provide a good overview of the countries 
of the world.

 ▯ Table of main data
 ▯ Symbols
 ▯ Geography
  Relief
  Natural resources
  Climate
  Water bodies
  Flora
 ▯ Population
  Peoples
  Religions
  Largest towns
 ▯ Education and health 

care

 ▯ Economy
  Main branches and 

division of labour
  Distribution of GDP
 ▯ System of 

government
 ▯ Armed forces
 ▯ Chronology of 

historic events
 ▯ Major sights
 ▯ Interesting facts
 ▯ Ranking among all 

196 countries of the 
world 
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Location on the globe 
for quick reference

Tables reflecting spending on 
healthcare, education, etc.

Flag and coat of arms

Administrative map for larger 
countries

Bar and line graphs featuring 
monthly average temperatures 
and precipitation

Bar graphs featuring percentage 
of town and country population

Main country profile featuring the 
country’s original name, capital, 
area, population, etc.

Main traffic data represented by 
icons for quick reference

Major landmarks and tourist  
attractions

Largest towns and their  
population

Alphabet for quick reference

Map featuring the national boun-
daries, neighbouring countries, 
physical features, major towns, 
etc.
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World rank graph on area,  
population etc.

Population pyramid

More than 1000 photographs

Chronology highlights, key dates

Line graph on demographics

Pie graphs on population, eco-
nomy, religion etc

Special highlights and facts of 
interest

Layout of all graphs and tables is 
fully or partially automated, allow-
ing for easy updates

Each country section includes the 
country’s basic data, an overview of 
its nature, population and economy



technical data  
and licensing

application for ipad and iphone

compact
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Printed version
640 pp, 143x178 mm
4+4 colours, hard cover
May 2013
2300+ illustrations
InDesign CS4 or newer

e-book
280 MB, ePub2 compatible
2014

iPad and iPhone
estimated 200 MB
2015

Front-end
▯ Interactive world map and globe
▯ Flag, coat of arms, anthem for 

each country
▯ Country profile with quick visual 

reference to neigbouring countries
▯ Ranking tables with structured data 

and interactive search and sorting
▯ Comparison of countries
▯ Online and offline options
▯ All graphs are generated locally 

from offline database

Back-end and integration
▯ Localizable CMS for real time 

updates of country data
▯ Full update of data no more than 

10MB
▯ Easy localization of user interface

Rights available woRldwide  
except Finland, estonia, lithuania
Content in English available for localization
For reservation and further information please contact: 
Rights Department, rights@tea.eu, ph +372 6161 022 
TEA Publishers, Liivalaia 28, 10118 Tallinn
www.tea.ee, www.teapublishers.com


